Influencer Brief
About us
Our Company:
Provide a (brief) summary of your company. Don’t be too detailed, but also don’t assume they know you already. Include your core brand
guidelines.

Our Product:		
Detail the key product(s) you want to discuss. Don’t try to incorporate your entire catalogue into one campaign. Focus on the key benefits of the
product(s), or negatives you’d like to counteract.

More Details:
To include any links, reviews or other advertising relating to your product.

Inspiration
What we like:
Share any successful campaigns you’ve run in the past. Also, include other campaigns run by competitors, or your chosen influencer, that you
enjoyed.
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Campaign Ideas
Concept:		
Share your ideas with the influencer. Don’t give them too many constraints. This is more as inspiration. You want to let the influencer do their job.

Goals:			
What do you want to achieve? Think of tangible, measurable aims.

Key Messages:
What are the key elements you want your audience to remember? Include any straplines or #hashtags.

Preferred Outlet:
Which social media outlet would you like your campaign run on? Remember the influencer’s established audiences when considering this (i.e. if
they are more Twitter focused, don’t ask them to mainly promote on YouTube).

Posts:			
Tell your influencer how many branded messages you’re expecting now, not after the campaign. They’ll want to ensure they meet your
expectations, so if this is a KPI, let them know.

How long has the influencer got to create his content? Will there be a conception meeting at any point for them to confirm their ideas with you?

Air Date:
When do you want the campaign to go live?

Other Media:
If this will be part of a multimedia campaign, what other elements will you be producing and when will they go live?

Contact
Key Contact:
Provide a key contact to liaise with the influencer throughout the campaign. Consider any staff holidays or other commitments that may arise.
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